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ABSTRACT 

This exploratory study was designed to investigate if the adolescent "voice" 

wouid substantiate the statistics reflecting adolescents' increasiog exposure to and 

engagement in hostility and harm- That is, are adolescents concerned about their 

personal health? 

For the purpose of this study, two groups of adolescents, six years apart, were 

asked to write a "problem story-" The storïes were then anaIyzed to examine: 1) the 

themes present in the stories, with particular attention to themes of hostiIity and h m ;  3 )  

the amount or instances of hostility and h m ;  3) the nature or degree of hostility and 

harm; and 4) the nature of the hostility and hami perpetrated. 

Analysis of the narratives revealed that the adolescents are concemed about their 

health as the themes of hostility and harm increased over time. As well, the instances 

and degree of hostility and harm increased over the .  However, no ciifferences were 

revealed in the nature of the hostility and h m  perpetrated. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUrnON 

The period of adolescence has been the subject: of psychological debate for 

decades. It has been presented as both a petiod of storm and stress (e-g-, Hall, 1904) and 

a tirne of relative calm (e.g Bandura, 1972)- Regadess of the position one accepts, 

"adolescence is a time of rapid change, physiologically, cognitively, psychologically and 

socially" (Rubenstein, 199 1, p.220). 

These changes begin between the ages of 10 to 14 years, known as the period of 

early adolescence. Early adolescence is characterized by biological changes that lead to 

identity issues and provoke concerns with body image (Rubernein, 199 1). Codtivety, 

early adolescents think concretely; they tend to think about events in terms of their own 

experience rather than hypothetically (Rubenstein, 1991). As well, these adolescents 

may feel as if they are on display. At the sarne time, %ey may a h  feel invulnerabie to 

the usual problems in the world, which can lead to risk-taking behaviors" (Rubenstein, 

1991). 

These risks behaviours or conflicts are both intrapersooai and interpersonal in 

nature. The former center on issues such as; identity development, suicidality, sexuality, 

and substance abuse. To illustrate, on average 43% of Canadian youth aged 15-24 drank 

at least once a week in 1989. As well, 30% of these yowig Canadians identified 

thernselves as smokers and 15.5% were cannabis users (Statistics Canada, 1989). 

Sexual development during adolescence can dm lead to tisk behaviours. The 

pregnancy rate, although it decreased between 1975-1985 (Statisn'cs Canada, 1992), is 

again an increasing concem. From 1986-1989 the rate increased by 1 1% for those aged 



1 5- 19 (Statistics Canada, 1992). Teenage mothers face a higher risk of dropping out of 

school and fàiling to reach their educationd goals (Ruberstein, 199 1). As wek semai 

activity among adolescents is now accompanied by the threat of human 

irnrnunodeficiency virus (HIV) and other sexuaily traasmitted diseases (Takanishi, 1993). 

Adolescent suicide is also an area of national concern. Although completed 

suicides are uncornmon in early adolescents, research has revealed that most children 

have a basic understanding o f  suicide by grade 5 and small percentages disclose suicida1 

thoughts or parasuicide (non-lethal, attem pted suicide and deliberate sel f - h m )  

(Normand and Mishara, 1992). It is thought that the data gathered on parasuicide may be 

an underestimate as "...there are no generally accepted reporthg procedures; provinces 

do not gather systematic data on suicide attempts, and many non-lethal attempts are not 

identified as such" (Health Canada, 1994). It has been noted, however, that compieted 

suicides for adolescents have increased at a greater rate than al1 other age groups. 

Self-hm is not the only source of difficuity to which adolescents are exposed- 

Adolescents encounter social conflict h m  witholrt througbout theu daily lives. The 

nature of these interpersonal conflicts can be very different ranging fiom discord in 

relation to parents and peen to physicai, senial, and mental victimization Statistics 

Canada reported 23% of al1 violent crime victims to be adolescents (beîween 12 and 19 

years of age), double their representation in the 1990 population (1  992). As well, both 

adolescents and children (less than 12 years) comprised a larger proportion of victims of 

s e x d  assault than did adults (20 years and older). If  one considers that sexual assault 



accomted for 13% of the total violent offenses, then of every 10 reported s e d  assauit 

victims, four were adolescents and four were children (Statistics Canada, 2992). 

rii summary, then, these -stics revd that adolescents are increashgly ex@ 

to hostile acts and they are engaging more frequentiy in ha& behaviours. Further, 

there has been a marked increase in substance abuse, suicide, sexual activity, abuse, and 

exposure to violence and crime. 

This hmtility and harm has traditionally been measured through the use of 

surveys and questionnaires. These techniques require adolescents, or their parents, to 

make Iimited responses to predetermined questions. The information gaineci fiom such 

methods expresses, in large part, the '%oicen ofthe tesearcher. That is, the researcher 

will include items which wiil provide information regarding his or her area of interest 

However, the inclusion of these items shape the results that can be obtaiaed It is 

necessary, then, to generate items that are representative of the experiences of the 

population king Wed (Compas, Davis and Forsythe, 1985). Thus, in order to balance 

this researcher bias, the adolescent "voice" must be heard. 

Narrative is a tooI which allows for the "voice" of the individual to be studied. 

Individuals talk and write about what they know, feel and believe, therefore one can 

determine the concems of each individual by examining his or her stories. To a certain 

extent one's creative writings are analogous to one's diary. Bruner (1990) descnid the 

individual as both a storyteiler and part of the story. Narratives then present the voice of 

the individuai as the story is told 



Statement of Purpose 

This stuc@ was designed, primarily, to determine if the adolescent "voice" would 

support the statistics reflecting teenagers' increasing exposure to hostility and harm. This 

purpose entailecl an expansion of the present research in the area of adolescent concems 

by exarnïaing the issues or themes in adolescents' narratives to generate a generalizable 

inventory of adolescent concem. Traditionally, methodology has required adoIescents 

to respond to predetermined items on research measures, These studies bave not allowed 

the adolescents to generate their own issues of concern, thus their 'toice" has not ken  

heard. Specifically, this research study was designed to investigate the following 

questions: 

What are the adolescents' concerns as elicited from the thematic content of their 

fictionai narratives? Does the therne frequency change over tirne? Does the 

theme frequency change as a function of age? Does the theme fkquency differ as 

a function of gender? 

Do the narratives exhibit themes of conflict or hostility and h m ?  If yes, does 

the "degree* of hostitity and harm differ across tirne? Does the "degree" of 

hostility and hann change as a fuaction of either age or gender? 

What is the interpersonal and intrapersonai nature of the hostility and ham 

perpetrated in the stories? Does the nature of perpetration change as a function of 

tirne? Does the nature of perpetration change as  a function of either age or 

gender? 



ûrgankation of Thesis 

in Chapter II research in the area of adolescent risks and concerns is reviewd. 

Then, narrative theory is examined and presented as a fiamework for studying these 

concems- Chapter UI outlines the methodology of this study. First, sutijects are 

d e s c r i i  with particular reference to criteria for participant selectiou Then procedures 

for task administration and thematic scoring of the narratives are outlined Chapter IV 

presents the results of the qualitative and quantitative analysis. The final chapter 

discusses the results and posits the use of narrative as a tool in the area of adolescent 

mental health. Methodological issues specinc to the participant group and the use of 

narrative analysis are discussed. Furthemore, limitations and implications of this project 

are outlined and recommendations are made for friture research. 



Chapter II 

REWEW OF THE L I T E R A m  

Statistics reved that adolescents encounter an increasiag amount of nsk and 

concems with each generation, But what do these issues entail? The present shidy unites 

several research disciplines to examine the heaIth and social wncerns of adolescents. 

This chapter begins with an ovewiew ofthe current research in the field of adolescent 

healtk The contemporary risks of adolescence are explored and then the concems as 

identified by adolescents are outiined As well, this examination addresses the research 

methods utilized in these studies; the utilïty of predetermined checklists as compared to 

open-ended responses is examineci This cornparison is followed by the presentation of 

narrative as a forum for the study of adolescent concems. Subsequent to this argument, 

hypotheses are fortnulated as to the self-generated coocems of adolescents when 

identified through narrative andysis. As weil, developmental difierences in the 

expression of these issues and possible changes in thematic content across time are 

hypothesized 

Adolescent Healtb 

Whether one views adolescence as a period of codict or a time of relative cah, 

it is indisputably a time of developmental change involvîng physical, sexual and 

psychological growth Because of the many changes occming during this period, the 

study of adolescent h d t h  is complex and dynamic. Perry and Jessor (1985) presented a 

mode1 of adolescent heaith which consists of four domains. These domains, 1) physical 

health: physical and physiological functioning, 2) psychological health: subjective sense 



of well king, 3) social health: role fulnllment and social effectiveness, and 4) personal 

health: realization of individual potential, interact to maintain a state of equilibrium (see 

Figure 2.1 for a graphic representation of this model). However, given the chaIIenging 

nature of the adolescent experience, the balance of these domains is often in flux 

Neinstein and Blum (1991) wrote, 

"During adolescence the teenager ofien feels an isolated 
uneasines m one of these areas- In attempt to aileviate this 
transient discodort, a behavior is adopted or decision made 
that will pose great risk in the other domains. For example, 
isolation and fear of rejectioa from fkiends (social) and 
personal feelings of inadequacy and being different 
@sychoIogical) may influence the young person to adopt a 
peer behavior, such as smoking that poses an inherent risk 
to physical healk.Other choices not ody may pose nsks in 
other domains of health butmay significantly compromise 
health in the domain of which the benefit of well-being is 
sought(p.202). 

These intrapersonal behaviours are not the sole risks encountered by adolescents, 

however. The h d t h  of adolescents is challenged daily by interpersonal conflict, ranging 

from familial discord to exposure to violence and crime. 

Risks of Adolescence 

"The adolescent experience in the 1990s is unlike the adolescent experience of 

any adultparent or grandparent. Adolescents today face greater risks to their current 

and fiiture heaith than ever before" (Takanishi, 1993, p.85). The health of adolescents is 

of such concern that multidisciplinary researchen unitecl in Gent, Belghm, in 1994 to 

hold the International Conference on Conflict and Development in Adolescence. ''The 

general idea that guided this conference is that adolescence As [a time] especially 

susceptible to evoking al1 kinds of intemal and extemal conflict Conflict wasAefined 



Figure 2.1 

Perry and J d  s (1985) Domaim of Adolescent Health 



[as]: coonict in relation to parents, friends, school sexuality, moral and identity 

development, depression and suicide, psychosomatic developments and dl kinds of risk 

situations" (Dekovic, 1996). 

So concerning are these risks that the National Association of State Boards of 

Education and the American M e d i d  Association issued a document entitled National 

Commission on the Role of School and Community in Improving Adolescent Health 

(1990) in which they called for action to reverse dangerous trends in adolescent health 

(Males, 1992). The trends cited were as follows: 1 )  social and emotional problems 

which includes depression and suicide and school attendance and performance; 2) 

substance abuse including h g  use and dnnlgag and driving; 3) violence which includes 

homicide and violence in schoois; 4) sexual activity including pregnancy, births to 

unmaniecl teenagers, and s e d l y  transmitted diseases; 5) crime; and 6) cunaways and 

homeless youth. 

The current risks to American adolescents have been examined by researchers 

fiom a variety of disciplines (see Haason & Carta, 1995; Langer & Warheit, 1992; 

Rubenstein, 199 1; Takanishi, 1993). For the purpose of this study, the research 

conducted by Rubenstein (1% 1) wiU be presented. She examineci data obtained by 

national s w e y s  and found the following issues to be of national concern: 1 ) substance 

use; 2) injuries; 3) depression and suicide; 4) violence; 5) school; 6) sexuality, pregnancy 

and childbearing; and 7) sexually transmitted diseases. Rubenstein ( 199 1) determined 

substance use to be a serious problem ammg teenagers. Although smoking showed signs 

of declining arnong males, it was actually increasing among fernales. As well, during the 



last month, appfoximately 1 in 10 teenagers had smoked marijuana, I in 15 had tri4 

cocaine, and 1 in 5 eighth and tenth graders had sniffed glue (Rubenstein, 199 1). 

Unintentional injuries are often the d t  of risk behaviom, including substance 

use. Rubenstein (1991) reported that over 50% of the adolescents surveyed indicated that 

they did not wear seatbdts the last time they rode in a car. Furthemore, those 

adolescents revded that within the fast month they had ridden with a driver who was 

under the innuence of drue or alcohol (RubeIlSfeh, 1991). 

ft has been suggested that these risk behaviours are sometirnes acts of parasuicide, 

but are often accidentally lethal. The rate of adolescent suicide has more than doubled 

within the last quarter century and is currently the third leading cause of death among 15- 

to 24-year-olds (Rubenstein, 199 1). However, due to the under reporting of youth suicide 

these figures may actuaiiy be an underestimate of adolescent suicide. 

Further risks are enwimtered by adolescents in the form of violence fkom 

without Rubenstein's ( 199 1) research detemined that interpersonai hostility (e-g., rape, 

robbery, assault) occurs at the highest rate among individuafs 12-to 24-years-old This is 

tnie even for the early adolescents, 1240 14-yearssld As well, two thirds of tbese 

adolescents reported having been robbed, threatened, or attacked at schooi in the past 

year (Rubenstein, 199 1). 

Teen pregnancy is a risk encountered by adolescents engaging in s e d  activities. 

Rubenstein (1991) irsdicated that the omet of sexual activity is occurring at earlier ages 

when adolescents are inconsistent in their use of buth control due to peer pressure, 

inability to plan ahead, and feelings of UiVULZlerability. This iacrease in unprotected 



sexud activïty has also led to an increase in the number of adolescents infecteci with a 

sexually transmitted disease. Approxirnately 2.5 million adolescents are infectai each 

year (RubenStein, 199 1). 

in sufnmary, Rubenstein's (1991) research revealed an increase in the amouat of 

nsk behaviours among adolescents over the last decade. Furthemore, adolescents 

increasingly face violence and abuse as threats to their heaith If however, we are to 

effectively d u c e  these risks and threats to adolescents' health, we need to identifL if the 

adolescents themsefves regard these statishcs to be of wncem Complicating this issue is 

the lack of an operatiord definition of adolescent concems. Included in the research are 

such tenns as: problem situations; life events; social stress; hassles; and tinally, 

adolescent concems.' Furthemore, the research ûmuments utilized in these studies are 

as diverse as the terminology. 

Adolescent Concem 

As noted, it is important to identify the concems of adolescents to irnprove the 

state of adolescent health Based upon previous research, Violato and Holden ( 1988) 

utilized a swey method to examine adolescent wncems. They predicted a four factor 

mode1 of adolescent concems which included the following four general themes: 1 )  

Future and Career, 2 )  Health and h g s ;  3) Penonai SelE and 4) Social Self. These 

researchen elicited responses fiom 439 students (236 males-60%; 176 fernales-40%) 

ranging in age tiom 12 to 19 years (mean age = 15.2 years) on a 14 item questiomaire. 

The participants were asked to indicate their degree of concem for each item on a 4 point 

L For the purpose of this shidy, "adolescent concem7' will be used as an urnbrella term. 



Likert scde (1, never concerned; 2, sometimes concemeci; 3, fkequently concemed; 4, 

constantly concemed). The items were then analyzed and a goodness of fit index to the 

proposed four factor mode1 was calcdated (=.958). VioIato and Holden (1988) found 

that the predicted factors were supportai by the data. That is, Future and Career, Health 

and Drugs, Personal Self and Social SeIf are the four main themes which tend to underlie 

the majority of adolescent concems (Violato & Holden, 1988). Table 2.1 illustrates the 

factor loading of the variables. 

Ifone examines these four factors, it becornes evident that they closely resemble 

the four domains of adolescent h d t h  outiined by Peny and Jessor (1985). Violato and 

Holden's (1988) Future and Career factor is analogous to Perry and Jessor's ( 1985) 

Personal Health domain- The Future and Career factor includes the issues of grades, 

career, future schooling, part-time jobs, and extracurricuiar activities and the Personal 

Health domain encompasses these issues as it entaiis the realization of individual 

potential. The Health and Drugs factor can be likened to the Physical Health domain as 

both address the physical-physiological bctioning of adolescents (e-g., sexual impulses, 

h g  problems, smoking problems, and alcohol probiems). The Personai Self factor is 

similar to the Psychological Health domain in that both encompass issues relating to the 

adolescents' subjective sense of well-being (e.g., parents, peers, siblings, and identity). 

Furthemore, the Social Self factor is andugous to the Social Health domain. The Social 

Heaith domain addresses issues of role fuifillment and social effectiveness which parallel 

the Social Self issues such as identity and peers. The similariîies among these items 

reveal how adolescents' health and their concems are interwoven. Thus, it can be 



Table 2.1 

Factor Loadings ofthe 14 Concem Variables 

Factor 1: Factor 11: Factor iII: Factor IV: - - -  

Hedth and Future and Personal Social 
VariabLe Drue Career Self Self 

3 1. Appearance 
2. Parents 
3. Friends 
4. Family 
5. identiîy 
6. Sex 
7. Dnigs 
8. Smoking 
9. Aicohol 
IO. Grades 
I 1. Activities 
12. Career 
13. Future School 
14. Part-time job * * 

Violato and Holden, 1988 



reasonably conchded that adolescents are concerned with items or events which directly 

affect their health, 

In addition to the factor anaiysis, Violato and Holdem (1988) established a 

hierarchy of concerns based upon the calculated mean rating of each item for the total 

sampie, for gender and for graâe. See Table 2.2 for a summary of these results. For the 

total sarnple, @cipts were most concemed with grades (mean =3.01). Career (rnean 

=3 -00) and appearance (mean =2.92) ranked second and third respectively. Participants 

seemed least wncemed about alcohol use (mean =1.65), h g  abuse (mean 

= 1.49) and smoking (mean =1.47) as these vanables ranked 12th 13th and 14th. 

Statistically significant gender differences were noted on the appearance and 

grades variables as females indicated greater concern about these items than did males. 

The mean rating for appearance was as follows: females, mean =3.14; males, mean 

=2.78. For the grades variable the rathg was as follows: females, mean =3.13; males, 

mean =2.92. No other significant gender differences were evident for the remaining 

variables. 

Statistically significant grade difierences were observed for a number of the 

variables. Violato and Holden (1988) found the older participants (Grades 1 1 and 12) to 

be more concemed about grades, career and fiiture schooling than were the younger 

participants (Grades 8 and 9) (see Table 2.2). Furthermore, the researchers determineci 

that the Grades 10 and 1 1 participants were more concemed about identity than were the 

younger and older piuticipants. Fiaally, the younger participants (Grades 8 and 9) were 

more concerned with dmgs and smoking than were the middle (Grades 10) and older 



Table 2.2 

Mean Rating of Seriousness of Variable of Concern 

T o t .  Grade 
samde Male Female 8 9 10 1 1  12 

Variable n=439 n=263 n=176 n=97 n=56 n=135n=58 n=93 
1. Grades 3.01 2.92 3.13a 3.23 2.79 2.93 3.09 2.96a 
2. Career 
3. Appearance 
4. Future 

Schooiing 
5.  Identity 
6. Job 
7. Activities 

8. Family 
9. Friends 
1 O. Parents 
11. S a  
12. AIcohol 
13. h g s  
14. Smoking 1.47 1-44 1.51 

a p  < .O5 
b p <  .Ol. 

Violato and Holden (1 988). 



participants (Grades I l  and 12). 

Violato and Hoiden (1988) bave presented a statistical hierarchy of 14 adolescent 

concerns and their resuits have since been replicated (see Adwere-Boamah & Curtis, 

1993; Sahin & S a h ,  1995). Furthemore, Violato and Hoiden (1988) expresseci that the 

"pop" topics depicted in the media including sex, alcohol, dnigs and smoking are not of 

serious concem to adolescents. This conclusion suggested, then, that adolescents are not 

concerned with the statistics thaî reflect their increasing engagement in nsk behaviours 

or intrapersonal ham. However, their reasoning cm be questioned in that participants 

were asked to respcmd to predetermined items on an adult-generated questionnaire. It is 

possible that the variables may have been different if the adolescents were prornpted to 

generate their own items of concern. As weI1, if one agrees with the previously posited 

position that adolescents are concemed with those events which directly affect their 

health, then it would follow that violence and crime (interpersonal hostility) would be an 

item of concem. 

Adolescent "daily hassles" were examined by Kohn and Milrose (1993) in their 

study to validate a new measure of adolescent concerns, the inventory of High-School 

Students' Recent life Experiences. Eighty two fernales and 94 males with a mean age of 

16-71 (SDZ2.41; range = 13-24) were asiced to rate 49 items representing daily hassles on 

a four-point scaie of exposure over the pst month. The researchers conducted a factor 

anaiysis that identified eight factors. The factors are as foiiows: 1) Social Alienation, 

including such items as disagreements with family and gossip conceming someone you 

care about; 2) Excessive Dernands, including too many things to do at once and a lot of 



responsibilities; 3) Romantic Concerns, including dissatisf~on about romantic 

relationship(s) and decisions about romantic relationship(s); 4) Decisioas about Persona1 

Future, including important decisiom about education and important decisions about 

future career, 5) Louelines and Unpopularity, including loneiiness and king ignore& 6) 

Assorted Annoyances and Concem, iacluding social disagreements over smoking and 

poor health ofa Friend; 7) Social Mistreatment, including behg taken advantage of and 

having trust betrayed by a fiend; and 8) Academic challenge, including stnrgghg to 

meet others standards of performance at school and stniggling to meet personal standards 

of performance at school. 

The researchers found excessive demands to be of greatest concem to the 

participants as the three most commonly cited items were "not enough time to do the 

things you enjoy most (93.8%), 3oo many things to do at once (93.2%)" and " a  lot of 

responsibilities (92.6%). It was also determined that females reported more hassles than 

males in al1 areas except personal fritures and academic challenge. On these two factors 

no gender differences were identified 

As with the research conducted by Vioiato and Holden (1988), the participants in 

this study were required to respond to predetermined items. It has been speculated that 

the items included in a measure influence the results that can be obtained (Compas, 

Davis & Forsythe, 1985; Williams & Uchiyama, 1989). Compas, et al. wrote, "Adult 

professionais and researchers may not accurately identie the experiences of adolescents, 

because they are hindered by differences in age, the limits of knowledge in the field, 

theoretical biases, and the Merences in perspective between individuals reportïng on 



their own behaviour and judgmeuis made by extenial observersn(1 985, p.678). Thus, if 

one wishes to identify the problems of adolescents one must have the adolescent generate 

those areas of concem 

Cavell and Kelley (1994) utiiized this technique in thei. examination of problem 

situations encountered by adolescents. Two hundred seventy one 7th 9th and 1 lth grade 

subjects completed an open-ended cpestionaaire that required wrïtten descriptions of 

situafions that did not go well in a variety of areas (eg. fiunily, fnends, school and 

personal). A total of 4005 problem situations were generated and then colla@ to yield 

a final pool of 157 items. These items were then rated for frequency by a second group 

of adolescents using a 5 point Likert scale. Subjects were asked, "How ofien does this 

situation happa to you?' with 1 equaling nirely (about once every 6 mon* or less) and 

5 equaling very fiequentiy (about twice a week or more often)- 

Analyses were then conducted to determine the number of factors. The following 

seven factors in order of fiequency of problems were identifie& 1) Parents, including 

such situations as parents are too nosy and parents say no to your going out with 

undesirable peers; 2) Siblings, including situations such as sibling borrows something of 

yours without asking and younger sibling cornplains when ihey can't do what you do; 3) 

SchooI, including such situations as teacher is mean to everyone including you and 

teacher ignores you and doesn't cal1 on you; 4) Malre Friends, including such situations 

as peers ignore or overlook you and pers don? Like you because you say or do the wrong 

things; 5 )  Keep Friends. including such situations as fiiend ignores you and finend Iies to 

you; 6) Problern Behaviour. Muding such situations as you want to drink (alcohol) but 



your parents object and you acted impdsively and got into trouble with the law, and 7) 

Work, including such situations as employer unfairly cnticizes your work and employer 

asks you to do a task tbat you don't want to do. 

The fiequency of problem situations was also determined as a function of 

participants' grade and gender. Grade-level differences in fkquency rat ine were found 

on five of the seven factors: Parents; Siblings; School; Make fnends; and Keep fiiends. 

"...seventh graders had signifimtly higher fiequency scores ttian 1 lih graders on d l  five 

scales, and that 9th graders scored higher than 1 lth graders on four of the five scdes (ail 

but Make fiiends). Analyses also revealed that 7th graders viewed situations on the 

Siblings, Make Friends, and Keep Friends sales as significantly more Gequent than did 

9th graders" (Cavell & Kelley, 1994, p.232). Gender differences in fiequency of problem 

situations were less evident as male participants rated ody two d e s ,  Problern 

behaviour and Work situations, as significantiy more cornmon than did femaIe 

participants. 

By dlowing the participants to generate their own items, Cavell and Kelley 

(1994) seem to have developed a representative instrument for assessing the concem of 

adolescents. However, these results are confounded by the prompt utilized to develop the 

problem situations. The researchers requested descriptions of situations in the areas of 

famiIy, fîiends, school and personai. Thus, their prompt shaped the factors that were 

obtained. 

This limitation was recognized by Compas, et d. (1985). These researchers 

gathered open-ended lis& of major and daily events fiom 658 adolescents (4 1 1 femaie 



and 247 male). The sample consisted of 239 early adolescents (138 fernales and 101 

males) aged between 12 and 14 years, 257 middle adolescents (1 52 females and 105 

d e s )  between the ages of 15 and 17 years and 162 older adolescents (1 2 1 females and 

4 1 males) aged between 18 and 20 years. The participants were given two prompts: 1) 

"...En the bIank spaces below, please describe in your own words any rioil) hassles or 

pleasures which have happened to you in the past 6 months" and 2) "List what you would 

consider the major events, either positive or negative, which have happened in the pst 6 

months of your life ..."(p. 68O-681). Daily hassles and pleasures are defined by the 

researchers, but examples of these events are not outlined. Thus, the researchers have 

ensured the objectiveness of their prompt. 

Compas et ai. (1985) found that the openended lists generated a set of 2 13 

events. One hundred forty eight of these events, such as fnend having emotiod 

problems, change in birth control use and feeling pressurai by £tien&, were not 

previousiy included in the existing masures of adolescent Iife events. The omission of 

these and other events suggests that these scales provide a Limited description of 

adolescent life events (Compas et al., 1985). The researchers detennined that the open- 

ended responses more accurately reflected the concems of the participants. The 

adoiescents wrote about a number of life events over and above those included in the 

existing measures, thus one can conclude that predetennined checklists are not 

necessarily reflective of the adolescent experience. Rather, the open-ended responses 

allowed the adolescents to narratively organize their experiences. 



Narrative as Meaning Making 

Throughout history individuals have worked to organize and interpret their 

experiences. Sigmund Freud was one of the fïrst thwreticians to turn tbis d d y  activity 

into a scientinc praçtice. He provided his patients with a medium, psychoanalysis, which 

required the construction of pers011511 narratives. The events that Freud's patients 

recounted were narrative in fom; thqr confiormed to the basic story schema That is, 

îhey provided "a setting or orienting information, followed by an initiating event or 

problem besettîng the protagonist [the patient], an intemal response of the protagoaist, a 

problem resolution attempt [catharsis], and a consequence" (Fivush, 199 1, p.60). Thus, 

in telling their stones Freud's patients were able to make meaning of past events within 

present social context Freud himseif wrote of a young girl's penond narrative, 'This 

diary is a gem. Never before, I believe, has anything been wrïtten enabling us to see so 

clearly into the sou1 of a young girl, belonging to our social and cultural stratum, ..." 

(Paul, 192 1, p.7). 

This narrative exploration into one's soui or intrapersond realm has many 

applications. Coffey and Atkinson ( 1996) wrote, Zbe storied qualities of qualitative 

textual data [narrative] ... enable the analyst to consider both how social actors order and 

teU their experiences and why they remember and retell what they do" (p. 57). The 

process of remembering and cetelhg is the basis of autobiography and is a naturai 

derivative of human development. "We are di tellers of tales. We each seek to provide 

our scattered and often confusing experiences with a sense of coherence by arranging the 

episodes of our lives into &es" (McAdams, 1993). 



Adolescence has ofkn been presented as a scattered and confusing p e ~ o d  (e-g, 

Hall, 1904). It is a time ofnew experiences which often demand much reflection. It 

would follow then, that the aarmtive mode of thought is a usefiil tool for adolescents to 

make meaning of their experiences. Individuais contiaually organize life events in a 

consistent pattern which, in tu- influences the way events are remembered and 

experienced (Orner & Strenger, 1992). As has been presented, this organization occurs 

through narrative thought 

The narrative mode of thought is based upon the temporal and causal ordering of 

events of two types: 1)  those that take place in the physicai world, on the "landscape of 

action'' and 2) those that take place in the mental Iife of the character, on the "landscape 

of conscioumess" (Bnmer, 1986). This dual operation of narrative thought allows an 

individual to make meaning of both the concrete aspects of an experience, and their own 

or other's intentional or mental States (Bniner, 1986; 1989; 1990). Thus, it is posited that 

Bniner's (1986) landscapes of action and consciousness provide the necessary comection 

allowing adolescent concerns to be studied within a narrative framework That is, 

adolescent concerns have been identifiai as both interpersonal and innapersonal in 

nature. Ultimately, interpersonal and intrapersonal events are composed of both the 

landscape of consciousness and the landscape of action (Bruner, 1986). These 

landscapes are interconnected, however one cm preside over the other given the 

individual's cognitive development 



Cognitive DevelopmentaI Progression of Narrative 

Bniner (1987) supported the interaction between narrative theory and cognitive 

psychology. He wrote that individuds construct meaning for themselves and this 

construction occurs in the form of narrative; 

Narrative imitates life, life imitates narrative. "Life" in this 
sense is the same kind of construction of the human 
imagination as "a narrativen is. It is constnicted by human 
beings through active ratiocination, by the same kiod of 
ratiocination through which we constnict namtives. When 
somebody tells you his Iife ... it is atways a cognitive 
achievement ...in the end, it is a narrative achievement. 
( P-13) 

Bruner (1990) argue ci"... that the important cognitive processes of our species lie 

in the ïnterpretive processes by which events are given meaning ..."( Feldman, Bniner, 

Kalmar & Renderer, 1993). The individual's cognitive ability to integrate and give 

meaning to experience is more firlly outiined by the neo-Piagetian theorists. 

Neo-Piagetian Stages of Comiitive Development 

Case (1985, 1992) proposed four major stages of cognitive development and they 

are as follows: (a) the sensorimotor stage (1-18 month), (b) the scripted social action' 

stage (1 8 months-5 years), (c) the intentiona! stage (5-1 1 years) and (d) the interpetive 

stage ( 1 1-19 years). See Figure 2.2 for a graphic representation of this system. 

The Neo-Piagetian Rages of cognitive development were originally developed using 
logico-mathematical labels. However, given the social nature of the current study the 
"sociai" labels have been adopted 



Figure 2 3  

Schematic Reprerentation of a neo-Piagetian Theory of Cognitive Development (Case, 
1985). 



Each of these four general stages consïsts of tbree recwing substages, each with 

correspondhg ages. At each substage knowledge structures are assembied and 

coordinated That is, throughout their development, children are active participants in 

their organization of experience; they actively integrate the world into îheir existing 

cognitive structures (Case, 1992). As a d t  of this integration, the coordinated 

structure becornes a coasolidated concept and serves as a building block for the next 

stage ofdevelopment Through this process chiIdren develop conceptual structures as 

they progress through the cognitive stages. Rogression through these four stages is 

genedy dependent upon: 1) experience, for example an individuai who has muent 

exposure to a particuiar concept may develop the knowledge structure at an increased 

rate, and 2) maturational factors, such as processing capacity, that generally regulate the 

upper limit of lmowledge structure development (Case, 1992). 

Central Conce- Structures 

Neo-Piagetian theorists propose that individuals develop knowledge structures 

which are powerfid organizing schemas that are domain specinc in their field of 

application (McKeough, 199 1). These structures, labeled central conceptual structures, 

consist of internal networks of semantic nodes and relations which must be learned and 

rnay be culhually specific in their content That is, these central conceptuai structures 

are influenced by the cultural and social environments. One such structure is the Central 

Social Structure. 



Central Social Stnichires 

Central social structures are scbemas that children develop in effort to organize 

their social worlds (McKeough, 1990). Children generate ideas aboui how things shodd 

be and as they grow they develop increasingly complex reasons for their beliefs. 

Three distinct social structures and their correspondhg ages have been identified 

through the use of a narrative "problem storyn prompt (see Case & McKeough, 1990; 

McKeough, 1987,1990,199 1) and are as follows: 

1. A scripted ment structure (2-4 years), in which human actions are comected 

by way of causal, referential and temporal relations. Thus a child using a scripted event 

structure might tell the followuig story: 'II was raining and there w u  a girl and she put 

on her boots und she played " A child at this stage typically does not make references to 

mental states in his or her story, rather the social world would be represented in tems of 

completed wents or actions. Thus, the story occurs primarily on the landscape of action 

(see Bruner, 1986). 

2. An intentional structure (5- 1 1 years), in which people's actions are tied 

together by mental states, such as desires and feelings, which underlie them. Utitizing an 

intentional structure an older child might tell the following story: "One ofRoger S 

biggest problem wus al2 hisfiienciS harl lep him and no one Iiked hzm because they 

thought he was d m b  und they on& did it came he failed grade 4 and now no one like 

him not men his old &est pied Wally. Roger was depresed (sic) rmd never did anyrhing 

but g ~ n b l e  and pour. "3 This example illustrates that a child between 5 and 1 1 

This example and the foiiowing were taken fiom stories written by participants in the 
current study. 



uses references to mental states, for example "depresed" to express the greater concepts 

of peer rejection, in effort to tmderstand and give meaning to social situations. As a 

result, the child constructs a more detailed and differentiated schema of social 

understanding that disthguishes between, yet links, the physical and mental realms. 

Thus, a chiid at this stage is beginning to forge a link beîween the landscape of action 

and the landscape of consciousness [see Bruner, 1986). 

3. An interpretive structure (12-18 years), in whicb the relations among an 

individual's actions and mental states are established on the bais of long-standing 

psychological traits and personal history. Thus, between 12 to 18 years children begin to 

utilize a persona1 style when nanating. An adolescent's story might resemble the 

foliowing example, "The wafl had started to be buik Not a wall of concrete or stone, 

but a mental wall t h  no one, except for Rachel herself: could move or tear down. The 

wall was jtaî about finished. .. The last rime I saw her she hnd the wall completely 

builr. ..Rachel had gotten into her mother 's medicine cabinet and colt~zrmed an entzre 

bottle of tranquilizers. She died 3 hours luter. " At this level the ment. states, such as 

the narrator's grief and the protagonids mental anguish, are established tbrough the 

narrator's attempt to understand the experience. Thus, the interaction between the 

landscape of action and the landscape of consciousness is strongly established with the 

latter presiding over the former (see Bruner, 1986). 

The above structures ilAustrate developmental changes in youngsîers' ability to 

interpret and interaalize social events. However, just as cognitive development 



influences ones ability to interpret experience, social development is evidenced in the 

expression of that intepetaiion- 

Sociai Development and Narrative 

It has been posited that individuals write about what they have experienced in 

effort to comprehend their social enviroments (Bnmer, 1986, 1987,1990; Feldman, 

B m r ,  Kalmar & Renderer, 1993; McKeough, 1987,1990, 199 1 ; ûmer & Strenger, 

1992). Howard (1994) examiad this position as she hypothesized that the narratives 

constructed by behaviourally disordered boys would reflect their deficits in social 

reasoning. She utilized thematic analysis to examine the violent and conflictual content 

of stones written by 16 bebaviourally normal and 14 conduct disordered adolescent 

males. The stories were rated as containhg extreme, less extreme, or mixed violence by 

caiculating fiequencies for the explicit mention of violence that was a) physical, b) 

verbal, or c) occurrhg in the world of thought This classification scheme is outlined in 

Table 2.3 and presents corresponding examples from Howard's ( 1994) research. 

Howard (1994) found that the stories generated by a group of 14 conduct- 

disordered boys (8, IO and 12 years, mean = 1 1.1 years) containeci signincantly more 

themes of violence and conflict than the stories of a group of 16 behaviourally normal 

boys (mean = 11.5 years). Based upon the principle that one will write about what one 

knows, it can be concluded that each partkipiint was intepethg his social experiences 

in his story writing. 



Table 2.3 

Themes of Conflict and Aggression 

Extreme forms of conflict or violence: 

1)  Are extreme forms of physical violence or antisocial actions carried out against 

persodproperty ( e-g., torture, assauit, shooting, stabbing, beating, mon, thefi?) 

2) 1s extreme hostility expressed as angry words, threats, curses (e.g., "1 told him 1 would 

beat him up", "he said he would kill men?) 

3)Is extreme aggression contemplated (thoughts or dreams) or inteaded (e-g-, "1 wished 

he were dead", "1 thought about beating him up", 7 almost took a knife"?) 

Less extreme forms of conflict or violence: 

1) Are less e-xtreme acts of aggression carried out (e-g., builying, chasuig, shoving 

pushing, fighting, rejecting?) 

2) 1s Iess extreme hostility expressed verbally (e-g., teasing, insults, arguments?) 

3) 1s less aggressive conflict contemplated or intended (e-g., "I thought he might hm 

me", "I wished I would have pushed him back", "1 drnost hît hirn"?) 

Howard ( 1994). 



summary 

Adolescence is a pend of growth and change and a time when new concems are 

encountered There exists a plenitude of research in the ara of adolescent risks and 

concem. However, this research is limited in that it cdls on adolescents to respond to 

items which aduh have determined to be of importance. It is posited that narrative 

analysis is a useful research tool as it permits an extension of this work. Telling stories 

ailows individuals to iaterpret and understand iife events. Brunet (1987) wrote that we 

"account for our own actions and for the human events that occur around us principally 

in terms of narrative, story, drama.."(p.94). 

It is thought that concems identified in the stories of adolescents will extend 

beyond those currently included in research checklists. As well, aven the statistical 

evidence indicating society's ùicreasing exposure to violence and the fact that individuals 

narrate to organize experience, it is believed that these stories will contain increasing 

re ferences to hostility and harm. 

Specifically, the hypotheses of the current study are as follows: 

1. Concern Themes: 

a) Given current statistics and that individuals wrhe about what they know or 

have been exposed to, the adolescents will write increasingl y about themes of 

hostility and hami across time. 

b) The ûequency of themes of hostility and h m  will increase as a fiction of 

age of participant 



C) Given îbat males are traditionally more aggressive than f e d a ,  the stories 

will evidence gender differences in the fiequency of hostility and harm themes. 

2. Instances of Hostility and Harm: 

a) Given the statistics which indicate an increase in adolescents' exposure to and 

engagement in violence, the stories will exhibit iacreased instances of hostility 

and hann across time. 

b) Given that older adolescents have had more opportunity to be exposed to 

violence, age differences will be evidenced in the instances of hostility and harm. 

C) Given that males are traditionally more aggressive than fernales, the stories 

will evidence gender merences in the instances of hostility and h m .  

3. Degree of Hostility and Ham 

a) Given the statistics which indicate an uinease in adolescents' exposure to 

violence, the stories will exhibit more extreme hostility and harm across hme. 

b) Age differences will be evidenced in the extreme nature of hostility and h m  

in the stories- 

d) Gender differences will be evidenced in the extreme nature of the hostility and 

harrn, 

4. Perpetrator of Hostility and Harm 

Given that older adolescents are more interpretive, that is they uùnk about and 

analyze events on the landscape of consciousness (see Bnuier, 1986), the stories 

generated by older will exhibit more instances of intrapersoaal harm. 



Cbapter LU 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

General Method 

This study was designed to expand on previous research that, traditioaally, has 

identified prevaient adolescent concems through the use of adult-generated checklists. A 

cornparison of story content elicited fiom two groups of academicaily average early 

adolescents was conducted to determine adolescent issues as generated by the 

participants themselves. The first data set, to be refened to as Time 1, was collectai in 

1987 (McKeough, 1988). The second sec Time 2, was collected in 1993 (Genereawc, in 

preparation).4 These data sets were seiected as research has revealed an increase, during 

this six year time period, in the amount of interpersonal and intrapenonal risk, such as 

substance use, suicide, teenage pregnancy, and abuse, encountered by adolescents 

(Health Canada, 1994; Rubenstein, 199 1; Statistics Canada, 1989,1992). 

Procedure 

Time 1 Partici~ants 

Forty-nine parûcipants, aged 1 O-to 1 4-years comprised the Time 1 grou p. Of this 

group, 17 (35%) were male and 32 (65%) were female. Al1 participants were enrolled in 

middle socioeconomic neighbourhood schools located in a large Western Canadian ciîy. 

Participant selection was conducted through a two-step process. Fin& teachers identified 

- - --  -- 

' The data sets analyzed in this study were originally collected for two S.S.H.RC. hded  
research projects awarded to Dr. A. McKeough. Permission for multiple analyses was 
given by participants' guardians. Recautions were taken to maintain the confidentiality 
of the participants involved 



students who perfomed in the average to high average range in Language Arts. Second, 

the Vocabulary sub-test of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for ChiIdren Revised 

(WISC-R) (Wechsler, 1974) was administered to assess the students' general word 

knowledge and expressive vocabulary. Those individuals whose scded scores fell 

between 10 and 15 points were included in the sample. 

Time 2 Particimts 

Fi@-five participants, aged IO-to l4years comprised the second group. Of the 

55 participants, 25 (45%) were male aad 30 (55%) were female. Al1 participants were 

enrolled in middle socioeconomic neighbourhood schools located in the sarne 

metropditan centre in Western Canada. Inclusion critena was again determined in a 

two-step procedure. First, Time 2 participants were identified fiom a large previously 

collected simple (11~153) as having average story writhg ability (see Genereaux, in 

preparation). Second, those students were administered the Similarities sub-test of the 

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children Third Edition(WISC-III) (Wechsler, 199 1) to 

assess the students' knowledge of verbal concepts and abstract verbal reasoning. Like 

the Time 1 participants, those individuals whose scaled scores fell in the average range 

were included in the sarnple.' Demographic &ta for both groups are presented in Tables 

3.1 and 3.2. 

The Vocabuiary subtest and the Similarities subtest can both be considered vaiid 
predictors of an individual's verbal knowledge. Statistical analysis has shown the 
intercorrelation between these two subtests to be 0.69. 



Table 3.1 

Demographic Statistics for Pdcipating Adolescents T h e  1 

A& Group Total n=49 Gender Mean Vocabuiary 
Scded Score 

10 1147 m=5 F i 2  12.4 

Table 3.2 

Demographic Statistics for Participating Adolescents T h e  2 

Age Group Total n=55 Gender Mean Similarities 
Scaled Score 

10 n=20 m=8 H 2  10.55 



Task Description 

Two tasks were administered to ail the study participants. First, for screening 

purposes the Vocabulary &test of the WISC-R was administered to the Time I 

participants and the Similadies sub-test of the WISC-III was administered to the Time 2 

participants. Second, each was asked to respond to the following narrative 

prompt "Write a story about sorneone who is about your age who has a problem he or 

she wants to solve" (McKeough, 1988). The participants were also told that the story 

could be me, but it did not bave to k. These "problem stories" were chosea for analysis 

as the very nature of the prompt encourages the discussion of some type of conilict or 

concem. 

Scoring Criteria 

Two methods were used to score all the stories; first the theme relating to general 

adolescent concems was identified and then the amount and degree of conflict or 

hostility and harm in each story was m e r  delineated Those stories containing 

references to hostility and harm were then M e r  analyzed to identie the interpersonal 

or intrapersonal nature of the h m  perpetrated 

General theme identification was based upon previous research in the m a  of 

adolescent concems. The research conducted by Violato and HoIden (1988) was selected 

as a template for story classification as a researcha questionnaire was used to obtain 

data Thus, it was thought that possible differences in the researcher "voice" versus the 

adolescent "voice" could be detected if the adolescents discussed topics additional to 

those included in the predetermined checklist. Further, their findings have been 



replicated with simila. results (see Adwere-Boamah and Curtis, 1993; Sahin and Sahin, 

1999, thus one can assume the representativeness of the items included in the research 

measure. Violato and Holden (1988) developed a four factor mode1 of adolescent 

concems (see Chapter iI, Table 2.1), and the factors are as follows: (1) Health and Drugs; 

(2) Future and Career, (3) Persoaal Selfl, and (4) Social Self. For the present study these 

category headings were maintaineci. However the examples provided by Violato and 

Holden (1988) as representative of each category did not capture all aspects of the 

present data Therefore, the range of items within each category was expanded. Further, 

given the statistics which uidicate the adolescent's Uicreasing exposure to conflict a fifth 

category, Hostility and Harm, was developed These changes and the thematic scoring 

scheme that emerged is presented in Chapter N. Story classification thus occurred 

through the identification of concem themes by conside~g the primary topic of the story 

without "reading between the Lines" for the underlying message. If  a story had more than 

one topic, the prhary topic was chosen for classification purposes. 

Oace the concem themes were identified, ail the stories were M e r  analyzed 

with respect to the presence of conflict. Specifically, the stones were rated according to 

amount and degree of hostility and h m .  For the purpose of this study hostility and harm 

were operationally defined as antagoaistic, hurtful or damaging behaviours. 

Hostility and ham was scored in two ways. First, the stories were divided into T- 

units, or terminable u&. T-units are defined as " a  single clause plus whatever 

subordinate clause or non-clauses attacheci to, or embedded within, the main clause. A 

clause is defmed as a subject (or coordinated subjects) with a finite verb or coordinated 



verb" (Hunt, 1977, p.92-93). Thus, T-uni6 are the smallest grarnmatically correct 

segment that a passage can be divided into without creating groups of words without 

rneaning. These T-nits were then cormted to determine the amount of hostility and 

harm in each stoty. This andysis is discussed M e r  in Chapter N. 

The second step in analyzhg the conflict in the narratives involved determining 

the degree of hostility and harm by assigning an overall rating of either "extreme", "less 

extreme" or "mixedm to each story containhg T-units which referenced harm or hostility. 

Following Howard ( 1994), fiequencies were tabulated for the explicit mention of 

violence that was a) physical, b) verbal or c) occming in the world of thought (e-g., 

dreams or intentions) (see Chapter 4 Table 2.3). Based upon Howard's (1994) research, 

the scoring system for this study was developed and is presented in the following chapter. 

FolIowing the above scoring of ail the narratives, those stories containkg hostility 

and h m  were fiirther analyzed. This anaiysis involved a classification of the hostility 

and harm perpetrated Stones were categorized as exhibiting interpersonal hostility if the 

pefpetrator was someone other than the main character. A classification of intrapenonai 

h m  required the main character to be the perpetrator. 

S ummary 

The current study was designed to substantiate statistics which reveal an increase 

in the amount of risk enwuntered by early adolescents by identiwng the concerns of 

individuals at 10, 12 and 14 years of age. The data was collecteci fiom one group of 

participants in 1987 and a different group in 1993. Participants were asked to write a 

"Woblern story." 



Two différent methods were used to analve al1 stories. A general thematic 

classification was conducted to identify the concems of the adolescents at differing 

developmental levels, across tirne, and accordmg to gender. The thematic classification 

was based upon previous adolescent concems research (Violato & Holden, 1988). 

However, some expansion of the items included in each category was required and these 

will be presented in Chapter IV. Following the general classification, the stories were 

rated according to amount and degree of confIict, specificaliy hostilïty and ham. The 

amount of hostility and harm in each story was dculated using previously developed 

s c o ~ g  methods (Howard, 1994). The methods then used to rate the hostile and h-1 

&es were developed utilizing previous research as a model. 

Further analysis was then conducted on those Stones containing reference to 

codict to identify the interpersonal or intrapersonai nature of the hodity and harm 

perpetnited Results of the qualitative and quantitative anaiysis are presented in Chapter 

IV. 

Plan of Anaiysis 

Due to the exploratory nature of this study, both qualitative and quantitative 

methods were used to anaiyze the data. Qualitative rnethods were used tu uncover the 

themes present in the stories. Because the qualitative method of investigation is ofien 

criticîzed as king mere speculation (Jaeger, 1988), however, quantitative methods were 

used to suppiement the qdtative f h h g s  in effort to conduct disciplined inquiry. That 

is, the methods c m  withstand scnitiny and can be replicated by fiiture researchen (see 

Jaeger, 1988). Quaiitative d y s i s  was conducted £kt to identify the themes in the 



stories and the amount and degree of hostitity and harm present As well, the nature of 

the peqeîration of hosîility and harm was determined. FoiIowing the qditative 

analysis, quantitative rnethods were used to provide a check on the resuits. Chi square 

analysis was conducted to assess age, gender, and tune differences in the theme 

ftequencies. Chi square was also conducted to detemine age, gender, and tirne 

differences in the degree of the hostility and harm and the perpetration of hostiliîy and 

harm. As well, ANOVA was conducteci to identify the main effects of age, gender, and 

time and the interaction of these variables on the amount of hostility and harm in the 

stories. 



Chapter N 

RESULTS 

Introduction 

The purpose of this exploratory study was to expand on the cunent research in the 

area of adolescent concerns by ritîliting the ''voice" of the adolescent to substantiate 

current statistics in the area of adolescent risks. The thematic content of 104 early 

adolescents' stories (49 at T h e  1 and 55 at T h e  2) was examineci to identify the 

adolescents' concerns as generated by the participants themselves. 

The Four Factor Mode1 of Adolescent Concerns which was developed by Violato 

and Holden (1988) and supporteci by M e r  research (see AdwereBoamah and C d s ,  

1993; Sahin and Sabin, 1995) was used as a guideline for classifying the narratives 

thernaticaily. However, fouowing a review of the adolescent risks Literaîure which cites 

increasing adolescent exposure to violence, it was hypothesized that the stories would 

contain thematic reference to hostility and h m ;  a fifth category. It was also 

hypothesized that differences in the amount and degree (extreme, less extreme or mixed) 

of hostility and h m  would be evident. To test that hypothesis, existing scohg methods 

(see Howard, 1994) were adapted to fit the current data set As well, it was hypothesized 

that there would be differences in the interpersonai and intnpersonal nature of the h m  

perpetrated. Categorical scoring was used to test this latter hypothesis. Analyses were 

used to determine whether statistically sigiuncant differences, relating to age and gender, 

existed between the participants in the two data sets. 



Redts are presented for each hypothesis and the scoting criteria utilized are 

outlined Al1 scoring was conducted by the researcher with reliability checks perfomed 

by a trained rater biind to the age, gender and time of participation of the adolescents. 

Inter-rater reliability correlations are presented for each scoring method utilized Al1 

conflicts were resolved through discussion 

Hypothesis 1: Concern Themes 

The nrst hypothesis was that the adolescents' concerns as identified through 

analysis of their narratives would reflect current statistics and thus, they would write 

most frequently about hostility and hami. Violato and Holden's (1988) four-factor mode1 

of adolescent concems was used as a template for story classification, but items were 

added to better reflect the story content of the present snidy and to reflect the staîistics on 

adolescent risk behaviour. Five theme categories were delineated These categories and 

the respective topics are presented in Table 4.1. In what follows, each category is 

described and an illustrative story segment is pesented? 

1) Health and h g s ,  including h g  problems, smoking problems, alcohol 

problems, pregnancy, detyhasic needs, eating disordea, and death. The topics 

included in this category reflect aspects of the physical-physiological fünctioning of 

adolescents. The foliowing story segment involves the primary topic of eating disorders 

and thus, the story was classified in the Health and Dmgs category. 

''..reced'y rhings have been very hurd for me. with finnls and without parents 

aroud My Mothers allways gone. I started a diet I began to pour out everyîhing to 

The story examples are presented as originally written. Thus, spelling and grammatical 
corrections have not been made. 



Table 4.1 

Topics included Within Each Category 

Category 1: Category 2: Category 3: Category 4: Category 5: 
Health & Schml& Personal Social Self Hostility & 

Theme Dmgs Future Self Harm 
Drug hoblems * 
Smoking Problems * 
Alcohol Problems * 

Earing Disorders 
Dearh 
School Attendancd 

Performance 
Exîracurricular 

Activities 
School Pîolence 
Parent Contlict 
Sibling Confiict 
Identity 
Farnil y 
Pets (missing/&afh) 
Personal 

Ap pearance 
Romance 
Peer Acceptancd 

Rejection 
me3 
Kirinapping 

Bombing * 
Suicide * 

Note: Itaiicized topics were included in the theme categories to beiter reflect the story 
content of the present data. 



Shawn even thuugh he 's a guy Ifilt very comprtable tdking to him "And well " I 

conttnued "my diet comists of nothmg except water, and when I do eat I eat lots really 

fmt and then I force myseKto pouk it up " "Your belintic?" asked Shawn, "Ofcourse not 

if's just a diet don? be so stupid!! " I dema& 

..,I was ahut  to bite into a nice juicy hamburger when all of a sudden, I woke up- 

It seemed like I was oniy sleeping for about 20 mim but 2 hours hadpassed by. M y  

stomhce growled and Ifilt my selfbecoming very hungary. I opend my chest witch I 

got for my I7th birthday and I began shoving food in my mouth all of it at once, cookies, 

chips, candy, cheeses. cornuts, choçolate, wagon wheels. grmunie bears, popcom and 

tons of other things I stoped eating and begm to cry. I looked in the rnirror hanging on 

my wall, al/ 1 couldsee was a bigfat slob, covered in enabes wtth black eyes fiom my 

rnake-up, 1 Iouked doser and I c d d  see my faher "I love p u  for ~ o y o u  are Jamk 

don 't mer change" Igot really mad and bursted into tears, I was letting everything out. 

I was dirtyfiorn the food and rny room was a disaster. Mj l  eyes were black because of 

my mascara but I didn 't care I kepr crying I just c o u h  't help if, I started to choke on 

my tears und thrs happened the way it usually happens. I became vety d i ~ y  und tryed 10 

run for the bathroom I sturted to vomit up ail of the junk I had eaten. I knew the more I 

puked the sktnyer I would become. Ipuked andpuked until my throat was tom. 

... f Years Luter, I am 18 years old und I wiegh 75 potin& my wieght had 

decreased so much. I c m  't even support myself: I am being feedfiom a tube instde me I 

have almost killed myselfso m q  times, I am in the hospital now and will be for a long 

tirne, I would do anything to be the way I was before, but I want everyone to rember to 



learn fiom my mistaket and that is the only positive thzng t h  carne out of ail îhis. ['II 

always rember my Futher suyïng "Jarnie, I love u for who you are and don 't ever 

chonge " The End" (12 year old femde, T h e  2) 

2) School and ~ u h i r e ~ ,  inciuding school anendance and performance, 

extracurricular activities, and school violence. The topics encornpassed in this category 

address the adolescent's realization of individual potentiai through school and 

extracurricular activities. The following story segment deds with the topic of school 

performance and thus was classiiied in the School and Future category. 

" 'Y hi home, " John yelled "FWzere have you been? " asked his rnother. "Oh, I 

was ut volleybuIl practice. Well I 've got lots of homework so I better get starîed " "Jus& 

wait a moment. Whnt did you get on your social exam?" "Oh it wax Let's s e e J  

forger, " John said m g  tu convtnce his m. "you couldn 't have. Now tell me! " 

"43%. " sazd John "Wkat. I don 't understandyoy you can never gel a good mark " 

You see, John nwer got goodgrades and it wasn 't because he didn 'f want to. but he 

couki never st*. On the night bdore the test he wouldn 't study. the nest day when he 

got his test back, he then wished he had studied but he would always think dout  if ufler 

rhe tesi andnot before ir- One &y he got so fed up he went to the school coumelh. 

"!in tired of geiting poor grades. '"' Well rnaybe you just aren 't pur out to have a lot of 

bains. " "But I want to get good grades. '" " Well, have you ever studied for u test?" 

"No. " "SO you want good marh but you don 't ~rudy. That will never work you 're going 

to have tu st* O log bejiore an exam, fyou w m t  a good mark Pou con 's just wish hat 

7 The label of this category was changed fiom Future and Career (Violato and Holden, 
1988), to School and Future to better reflect the story content of the present study. 



you hadstudied, when the test is over. Hire are sorne pnphlets on s t d y  skills, they 

should heip you. men is yout next test?" "Two weeksfiom tday " John rernarked 'Y 

w m t  to see you righr ofter t h  test. " "ORay. " When John got home he read the 

pamphlet, Z)Get pienty of rest and exetcise. 2) plon how much you are going to study on 

a schedde. fie nert evening John started studying nigh Mer nighr. Until the clay 

came, he didn 't have pains in his stomach which he nomzafiy did and he didn 't have t h  

feeling t h  he was going to fail- The d q  Mter, he got his mark bock Wow. 92%. ''1 

must have the wrongpaper, '"but it had his name on if. right qfer he went to the 

caunsellor 's office and lold him his mark '%ee I am very proud of yo y I knew you 

could do ir "." ( 12 year old fernale, T h e  1) 

3) Personal Self, includuig parent codict, sibling conflict, identity, farnily, pets 

(missing or death). The topics included in this category reflect the adolescent's 

subjective sense of well-being. The following story segment provides an example of the 

pets topic and thus was classified in the Personal Self category. 

"i wish I S M  hod Tux around to play wzfh me Mechelle Smith said to herself: I 

really miss him but then again he was quife old But I guess you couldn 't &lame him. 

I think I 'il go swimming with my fiiend Danielle. al the pool. ..SPLASH! That was 

fun Danielle yelled ya I said but if would be more& if Tm were here. Oh corne on 

Daniellle said we corne here to havefun I know it hwts but ifyou keep thinking about ir 

it will hwt evenmore yuur right Mechelle said I 'll race ya tu the diving bard Mechefle 

yelled sure Danieiie yelled back T u  wed to love the diving board Mechelle said to 

herselfas she run across the pool de& 



... n e  necxt mornzng aII Mechefle couid think about was T m  Mabey it was tltar 

far far away in the back of her head she hud a little box t h t  wasfill of warm memories 

Iike the times when they used to pk(srfiisbee at the park on wann summer h y s  and when 

they used to waIk along the beach with the spring breeze blowing in there faces. Well 

that box warfidl and it was oveflowing real quick and alot of those memories were 

falling out. that crfremoon Mechelle went to mernorial p r k  where her family had buried 

him she lep a Pesh rose and one of his favorite dog bones as she waIked home rems ran 

down her cheeks she was very depressed but going to visit his grave made her feel a little 

bit better. A couple of monrhs luter she wm going on and about with her life ad she 

never got depressed about T a  again but then she never forgot what a goodfiiend he 

was. (10 year old fernale, Time 2) 

4) Social Self, including personal appearance, romance, and peer acceptance or 

rejection. The topics included in this category address issues of role fulfillment and 

social effectiveness. The following story segment involves the prirnary topic of peer 

rejection and thus, was classified in the Social Self category. 

"t .. Bill had a problem. He liked this girl very much. They had gone out once 

before. Bill wus getting sick and tried of her always being mad ai him so he broken up 

with her. Now he want to go out with her agian. Bill foundfiom one of the orher girls 

that Chris~jêels the same wuy. No problem now he can ask her out again. Wrong, Bill 

doesn 't know what the other guys will say so he won 't ask her out although he wants to. 

bill wants to taIk to one of the guy on his opinion but he doesn 't know how tu 

confiont him You see this gcy h m  a mental barrier around him He 's like the head guy 



the chid Sometime him and Bill get along realy well but other it seems he waM nothing 

to do with Bill. Bill wants to say sornething to Ed, the head guy. but he doesn 't want to 

lose the f i iehhip they kind of have. Thar night Bill calls Ed and they start to talk again 

Bill asks him and the m e r  he gets knocks him off his bed Ed starts gniing him ahrise 

good advise. Bill hang up fiom talking to Ed and say to himsecf "You never know unless 

you try " try Bill did The nest day he asked her out. She said "yes ". there happy with 

each other and they both agree t h  they never should have broken up in the first place, 

Everythings going great for Bill until he finds out that Ed has been saying behind 

his back Bill got mad he sturts imouiting Ed They become bitter enemies. A couple of 

weeks they become goodfiiends again and Bill asked Christy out-" (14 year old male, 

Time 1) 

5) Hostility and Ham, including theft, kidnapping, homicide, abuse, war, 

bombing, and suicide. The topics included in this category reflect instances of violence 

or conflict, both interpersonal and intrapersonal. The following story segment provides 

an exarnpIe of the suicide topic. Thus, the story was classified in the Hostility and Harm 

category. 

"The wall had started tu be buift. Not a wall of concrete or stone but a mental 

wall that no one, except for Rachei herselfi could move or tear down. The wall was just 

about finished, their must have been iittle men working in her head 24 hours a day. 

Rachelfirstfet the lqers k ing  laid one upon the other at the beginning of the 

second school tem. She had always been a girl that evevone enjoyed, men rhe 

teachers. But she had slowly srarted to change. Her fiiends no lice4 and her teachers 



tried not ta,. J never realiy knew ifRachel saw her wall? or fshe di4 what would she do 

about it. I wish I h d  Rachel would probably still be here today. 

Quittmg the band und the volieyball was jmt the first big step ... One drry she even 

began to cry- I couldn 't do anything to stop herfiom crying. She wasn 't " g d  old 

Rachel" anymore. She w m  a strunger I couldn 'î even relate to. ... 

The l m  rime I saw her she had the wall completely buik Thar night I received a 

mlf fiorn Rachel 's parents- Rachel had gotten into her mother 's medicine cabinet and 

consumed an entire boule of tranquilirers. She died 3 hours later. 

Mqbe Rachelfelt thai this was the only way over her wall. The large step 

fonvard was not a large step at al1 it was a s d  plan so many people me us a way out. 

I w h h  t h  I had the abiZip to he(p her. but di& 't and? can 't help her now. / miss 

Ruchel, us marry people do, but we have to keep Iiving andput her death behind tcs, not 

her mernories." (14 year old femaie, Tirne 1) 

An inter-rate reiiability check was conducted on the therne categorization. Two 

raters agreed on 90.9% of the categories assigned Disagreements were resolved through 

discussion. For illustrative purposes, the topic frequencies and overall categoq 

Frequencies at Time 1 and Time 2 have been coiiapsed and are provideci in Table 4.2. 

To assess age, gender and time clifferences in category frequencies a Chi Square 

analysis was conducted. Significance was not obtained for participant age or gender. 



Table 4.2 

Theme Frequency for AU Participants (Time 1 and Time 2) 

Category 1 : Caîegory 2: Categocy 3: Category 4: Categoxy 5: 
He& & School & Personal Social Self Hostility & 

Theme h u g s  Future Self Ekm 
h g  Problems 
Smoking Roblems 
Aicohol ProbIems 

mw=Y 
Safetflasic needs 
Eahg Disorders 
Death 
School Attendancd 

Performance 
Extracmiculat 

Activities 
School Violence 
Parent Conflict 
Sibhg Conflict 
Zdenrity 
Famil y 

Pets @issing/death) 
Personal 

Appearance 
Romance 
Peer Acceptanad 

Rejection 
nefi 
Kidnapping 
Homicide 
Abuse 
war 
Bombing 
Suicide 
Catcgory Totai 22.1% 2 1.2% 9.6% 16.3% 30.8% 



However, signiflcance was reached for t h e  of participation (Chi square (4) =2 1.6 1, 

p--<-05) as Social Self deçreased fiom 30.6% (15149) at Time I to 3.6% (155) at Tirne 2 

and Hostility and Harm increased fiom 14.3% (7/49) at T h e  1 to 45.5% (25155) at Tirne 

2. Table 4.3 presents the percentage means for each category at Time 1 and Time 2. 

Hypothesis 2: Instances of Hostility and Harrn 

The second hypothesis more closely examùied the instances of hostility and h m  

present in the stories. 

Hmthesis 2a 

Hypthesis 2a stated that given the statistics that indicate an increase in 

adolescents' exposure to and engagement in violence, the storïes will contain more 

instances of hostility and harm across time. 

A three-way ANOVA (with amount of hostility and harm as the dependent 

variable) was conducted to determine the effects of gender (male, female), age (10, 12, 

14 years), and time (Tirne 1, Time 2).' The ANOVA showed a significant time effect 

(F=7.73, p<.O 1). That is, there was more hostility and harm present in the Time 2 stories 

than the Tirne 1 stories, 

Hpthesis 2b 

Hypothesis 2b stated that age differences wodd be evidenced in the instances of 

hostility and ham. The ANOVA revealed a significant age effect (F=9.56, pc.01). That 

is, the amount of hostility and harm in the stories increased at each age level. Figure 4.1 

presents the mean amount of hostility and harm at each age level. However, more 

Vive of the 104 stories (4.8%) were discarded to eliminate outliers. 



Table 4.3 

Percentage means for each category at T h e  1 and Time 2 

Theme Category T h e  
1 2 

Health and Drugs 18.4 25.5 
School and Future 26.5 16.4 
Personal Self 10.2 9.1 
Social Self 30.6 3.6 
Hostility and H m  14.3 45.5 



Figure 4.1 



interesthg is that sigoificance was obtained for an age by gender interaction(F=4.6 1, 

p.05) as the stories written by 14 year old females exhibited a greater amount of 

hostility and ham than did the stories written by 14 year old males. Figure 4.2 provides a 

graphic representation of this findiag. 

=thesis 2c 

Hypothesis 2b stated that gender differences would be exhibited in the instances 

of hostility and harm in the stories, as males are tmchïonally more aggressive than 

females. The three-way ANOVA did not reved a signincant gender effect However, a 

significant interaction effect was obtallied for tirne by gender (F=5.28, j ~ 0 5 )  as the 

females at Time 2 exhibited a greatef amount of hostility and hann in theü stories than 

did the males at Time 2. Figures 4.3 provides a graphic representation of this finding. 

Hypothesis 3: Degree of Hostility and Harm 

~ w t h e s i s  3a 

Hypothesis 3a stated biat given c m n t  statistics regardhg adolescent risks the 

nature of the hostility and hami in the stories would become more extreme across time. 

To investigate this hypothesis, an overall rathg of either "extreme", "les extreme" or 

"mixed" was assigned to each story containhg T-mits which referenced hami or 

hostility. Frequencies were calculated for the explicit mention of violence that was a) 

physical, b) verbai, c)  occurring in the world of thought (e-g., dreams or intentions), or d) 

interpreted by the protagonist as being hostile or harmful. Following the frrquency 

corn the stories were classined as havhg extreme or less extreme hostility and ham. 



Figure 4.2 



Figure 4.3 



As weU, a "&ed" category was used for stories whîch exhibited equal instances of 

extreme and less extrerne refemces to hostiiity and h m .  For example, if a story 

containeci one reference to extreme hostility (shooting) and one reference to less extreme 

h m  (insulting) the story was given a "mixed" rating. Lfthe story contained two 

references to extreme hostility and one reference to Iess extreme harm, it was given a 

rating of extreme hostility and ham. Stones contauung no references to hostility and 

harm were given a rating of "lacking". 

An inter-rater reiiability check was conducted on the degree of hostility and harm 

assigneci to the stories. Two raters agreed on 95.2% of the ratings given Disagreements 

were resolved through discussion The scoring system is outlined in Table 4.4. 

A Chi Square analysis was conducted to test hypothesis 3a Significance was 

obtained for time of participation (Chi square (3) =11.83, p - 4  1) as the proportion of 

stories exhibiting extreme hostility and harm increased fiom 6/49 (12.2%) at Time 1 to 

21/55 (38.2%) at Time 2. As well, the stones containing mixed hostility and harm 

decreased fiom 22/49 (44.9%) at Time 1 to 11/55 (20.0%) at Time 2. See Figure 4.4 for 

a graphic representation of this information. 

Hvpothesis 3b 

Hypothesis 3b stated that age differences would be present in the extreme nature 

of the hostiiity and harm in the stories. The above outlined scorïng scheme was used to 

investigate this hypothesis. Chi Square analysis was conducted and significance was not 

obtained for age differences in degree of hostility and harm in the stories. 



Table 4.4 

Themes of HostiIity and Ham 
Extreme forms of hostiiity or hami: 

1 ) Are extreme forms of physical hostility or antisocial actions camed out against 

persodproperty ( eg., kidnapping, abuse, suicide, torture, assadt, shooting, stabbing, 

beating, theft)? 

2) 1s extreme hostility expressed as angry words, threats, curses (eg, "Derek, I'm going 

to kill that dog", "if you won7t listen to me then maybe your father cm h o c k  some 

sense into you")? 

3) 1s extreme hostility contemplated (thoughts or dreams) or intended (eg., "Ron almost 

wanted to get shot", "Wodd she die")? 

4) 1s the hostility interpreted or received by the protagonist or storyteller as extreme 

(eg., '9 heard a blood curdling scream pierce the air. It came fiom me", %ey were 

aFraid of being shot or kiiled")? 

Less extreme forms of hostilitv or harm: 

1 )  Are less extreme acts of harm canied out (eg., builyiag, fighting, rejecting, 

drug/alcohol/smoking problems, eating disorders?) 

2) Is Iess extreme hosti t ity expressed verbally (eg., teasing, insults, arguments?) 

3) Is less aggressive h m  contemplated or intended (eg., "He knew that it was no good 

for him", "1 feel as though I need to get her back")? 

4) Is the hostility interpreted or received by the protagonîst or storyteller as less extreme 

"Todd had given up trying to befiiends and now Roger had absolutely nothing", 

"Gustavo cried hirnself into a deep sleep")? 



Figure 4.4 



Hmthesis 3c 

Hypothesis 3c stated that gender differences would be evidenced in the degree of 

hostility and harm in the stories. Statistical andysis did not support this predictioo. 

Hypothesis 4: Perpetrator of Hostility and Harm 

The forth hypothesis examined the interpersonal and intrapenod nature of the 

hostility and harm perpetrated It has been presented that Bruuer's (1986) landscapes of 

action and consciousness both compose interpersonal and intrapersonal events. Thus, 

given the developmental progression of narrative toward an interpretation of the 

landscape of cousciousness (see Bruaer, 1990: Case and McKeough., 1990; McKeough, 

1987, 1990, 1991). it was hypothesized that the stories generated by older participants 

will exhibit more instances of introspection and thus deal with intrapersonal hami to a 

greater extent htrapersonal harm was defined as "self" inflicted while interpersonal 

harm was defined as "othern idicted 

Chi square analysis was conducted to test this hypothesis. A signi ficant age 

difference between the interpersonal and intrapersonal nature of the hostility perpetrated 

was not obtained- 

Concern Themes 

The participants wote most fiequently about themes of Hostility and Harm. 

Followed by HeaIth and h g s ,  School and Future, Social Self, and Personal Self 

respectively. The statistical andysis revealed a significant increase in the number of 

Hostility and H a m  stories fiom Time 1 to Tirne 2. 



Hostility and Hann 

The statisticd analysis of the amount of hostility and harm present in the stories 

revealed that there was signincanfly more hostüity and hami present in the Time 2 stories 

than the Time 1 stories. As wel1, an age effect was noted as there was an increase at each 

age level(10, 12, and 14 years) in the amount of bostility and harm present However, a 

significant age by gender interaction was revealed as the 14-ymld  females exhibited 

signincantiy more instances of hostility and harm in their stories than did the 14-year-old 

males. Although no significmt main effect for gender was obtained, there was a 

significanî interaction effect for time by gender. That is, the 14-year-old females at Time 

2 exhibited a significantly greater amount of hostility and h m  in their stories than did 

the 14-year-old males at Time 2. 

Statistical analysis reveaied an increase from Time 1 to T h e  2 in the nature of 

hoshIity and harm in the stories. There were a greater number of stories reflectïng 

extreme hostility and hami at Time 2 as compared to Time 1 .  

Peptrator of Hostilitv and Harm 

Statistical analysis did not reveai age differences in the interpersonal or 

intiapersond nature of the hostility and harm perpetrated 





fùture research are discussed As well, methodologicai issues and limitations of the study 

are examined. 

Concem Themes 

It has been posited that the adolescent experience can be captured rnost accurately 

by having adolescents themselves report on their behaviows (Compas et al., 1985). That 

is, if adolescents generate the r e m c h  items then the information gathered will be more 

reflective of their actual concems. Thematic analysis, then, was conducteci on 

adolescents' narratives to identifj these concerns. 

The first hypothesis was that the adolescent "voice" would more closely parallei 

current statistics and thus, the participants would wn'te most fiequently about themes of 

hostility and h m -  A tally of theme muency supported this prediction It is suggested, 

then, that adolescents, when provided the opportunity to iden* their own areas of 

concern, wilI write about issues which directly affect their health. Further, offering 

adolescents a fictional context might have çontributed to their wiIlingness to articuiate 

their concerns. in contrast to the swey research reviewed herein, which asked 

participants to identifi personai concerns, a fictional context aiiows participants to 

express concems to which they might not want to be personally comected. More 

specifically, although a young woman might not indicate that she, personaily, spends 

time worrying about sexual activity because of social desirability factors, she might Mite 

about the topic because she views it as a concern of adolescents in general. 

Tt was expected that the ftequency of stories about hostility and hann woutd 

increase over tirne, given that the narrative mode of thought is a tool by which 



individuals or- and intepet their eqeriences (Bnmer, 1986,1989,1990; Gergen & 

Gergen, 1988; Orner & Strenger, 1992). The results indicated that participants at T h e  2 

wrote more fiequently about themes of hostllity and h m  than did participants at T h e  1. 

This suggests that adolescents are concerned with the violence around hem and that they 

are aware of the potential harm and risk to their person The data reveded that over three 

times more references were made to hostility and hami at The 2 that Time 1. One 

explanation for this hding is that this increase reflects the general increase in violence 

in our society as weli as youngsters' constant exposure to that violence through the 

media. 

Hostility and Harm 

Again, given the statistics that indicate an increase in adolescents' exposure to 

and engagement in violence, the participants' narratives were andyzed to examine the 

amount and degree of hostility and harm present. 

Instances of Hostility and Hann 

Recall that the stories were anaiyzed for explicit mention of hostility and harm by 

dividing the stories into T-units. The T-unit5 were then counted to determine the amount 

of hostility and h a .  in each story. It was predicted that the stories M e n  at Time 2 

would contain greater arnounts of hostility and ham thaa those written at Tirne 1. As 

predicted, there was more hostility and harm present in the stories at Time 2. It is 

thought that this increase in the amount of hostility and ham present across time is a 

reflection of saciety's increasing exposure to violence and risk It Ca. be assumed that 

the participants at Time 2 have had more exposure to hostility and h m .  



It was dso hypothesked that the stories generated by the male adolescents would 

contain more instances of hostility and h m  than those generated by femaie participants. 

This hypothesis was not supported by the data Rathet7 statistical analysis revealed that 

the stories written by older femaies (14 years) contained a greater amount of hostility and 

h a n  than did the stones written by older males (14 yean). As weU7 the femdes at Time 

2 exhiiited a greater amount of hostility and harm in their stories than did the males at 

Time 2. TraditionaUy, males were cmidered to be more aggressive than females. It is 

thought that these resuits are a reflection of society's view of the genders, as females 

sometimes st-ruggle to receive the same recognition as theu male counterparts. Perhaps 

the large amount of hostility and h m  is an overcornpensation on the part of the females. 

However, it is also possible that the greater amount of hoshlity and harm is a refl ection of 

the femdes' exposure to violence. Perhaps the female participants had experienced a 

greater amount of hostility and harm than the male participants. 

Degree of Kostilitv and Harm 

Recall that fiequencies were calcdated for the explicit mention of hostility and 

harm that was a) physical, b) verbaI, c) o c c ~ g  in the world of thought (e-g., dreams or 

intentions), or d) interpreted by the protagonist as king hostile or h a d .  Following 

the frequency count, the stories were classified as having extreme or less extreme 

hostility and harm. Given current statistics that cite adolescents' increasing exposure to 

violence, it was predicted that the nature of the hostiiity and harm in the stories generated 

by Time 2 participants wouid be more extreme than that generated by Tirne 1 

participants. Statistical analysis supported this prediction as the proportion of stories 



exhibithg exû-eme hostility and harm increased fiom Time 1 to Time 2. It is thought that 

this finding is a reflection ofthe type of violence encountered in society. More 

speciflcally, the extreme nature of violence perpetrated by the media bas increased For 

example children's cartoons are more violent today than 10 years ago and the degree of 

violence presented on television news prograrns has increased Further, it is thought that 

this increase is reflective of more direct exposure such as domestic violence and gang- 

related violence. Society's awareness of these issues has increased and it is thought that 

the adolescents' writings reflect this awareness. 

As well, it was hypothesized that the stories witten by male participants would 

exhibit more extreme hostility and harm than those written by femaIe participants. 

However, this hpthesis was not supported by the data as no signiftcant gender 

differences in the degree of hostility and hann were noted It is suggested that this 

finding reflects the societal trend toward more violent acts being committed by fernales. 

Again, this trend is king perpetrated by the media as women are increasingiy king 

portrayed as predators rather than prey. 

Perpetrator of Hosîility and Harm 

Tt has been psited that Bruner's (1986) landscapes of action and consciousness in 

nanative compose both interpersonal and intrapersonal social events. Further, the 

developmentai progression of m t i v e  through tùe landscapes of action and 

consciousness has been presented (see Bruner, 1990; Case & McKeough, 1990; 

McKeough, 1987, 1990, 199 1). Thus, the participants' narratives were anaiyzed to 



cletennine developmental ciifferences in the interpersonal and uitrapersonal nature of the 

hostility and harm perpetrated 

Recail that those stories exhiiting explicit mention of hostility and h m  were 

chssified as interpersonal if the perpetrator was someone oîher than the main character 

and intrapersonal ifthe perpetrator was the main character. Thus, the other-inflicteci 

versus self-idicted nature of the hostility and barm was examined Given that 14 year 

olds are able to write stories occming on the landscape of consciousness, it was 

hypothesized that the stories generated by older participants would exhibit more 

instances of intrapersonai h m .  Results of the analysis did not support these predictions 

as no significant age differences were noted This finding may be a result of the scoring 

methods used It is thought that a structurai analysis (see McKeough, 1987,1990, 1991) 

may have been more sensitive to the developmentsl nature of the hostility and h m  

perpetrated. 

Implications 

Results of this research indicate that adolescents are concemed with their 

personal health. When provided the oppominity to have their voice heard, the 

adolescents in this study wrote about issues extending beyond those usually hcluded in 

research measures. Their areas of concern were more reflective of those risks identified 

by current statistics. 

Not only did the adolescents write most fiequently about themes of hostility and 

hann, their stories across tirne also included increasing amounts of hostility and harm. 

Further, the extreme nature of the hostility and h m  in their stories increased over tirne. 



Whde interesting, this finding is aiso cause for concem It begs the question of what 

effect this exposure to violence is having on adolescents. 

One method of disceming the effects of experience is rhrough the use of narrative 

therapy (see Allan, 1978; Farkas & Yorker, 1993; McAdam, 1993; Pardeck, 1994; 

Sarbin, 1986). When viewed from this perspective, the data utilid in the present 

investigation can be seen as expressing the adolescents7 concems in story form. tt is 

thought that a conscious exploration of the Stones might have therapeutic value. That is, 

in wnting about their concems adolescents are identi@ing areas of difficuity. A further 

discussion of those concerns, as expresseci through story themes, allows the adolescent to 

make sense of her experience and possibly eliminate that experience as a stressor. 

In summary, it was expected that the adolescent voice would substantiate the 

çtatisîics that reveal adolescents' increasing exposure to and engagement in hostility and 

h m .  It is possible that their voice can be utilized to foster an understanding of 

experience, thus initiating change in society7s exposure to and acceptance of violence. 

Future Directions 

This study identified that the adolescents were most concemed with hostility and 

harm. Further, it was identified that the older adolescents wrote stories containhg 

greater amounts of hostility and harm than did the younger adolescents. It was proposed 

that the oIder adolescents had possibly been exposed to greater amounts of hostility and 

h m ,  thus accounting for the discrepancy between age groups. 

Future research should examine not only the amount of violence the adolescents 

are exposed to, but also the form or mode of exposure. Exposure to violence cm be both 



direct and indirect; domestic violence is and example of direct e x p u r e  while media 

violence is an exampie of indireet exposure. The effects of media violence on children 

and adolescents have been weli documenteci (see M o k r  Bc Hirsch, 1994; Rajecki, 

McTavish, Rasmussen, Schreuders, Byers & Jessup, 1994; Wood, Wong & Chachere, 

1991). What may be of interest to future researchen is whether the adolescents' thematic 

story content would Vary given the different modes of exposure. IS indirect violence 

more dBicult to interpret or vice versa? Another fkctor that should be considered when 

examinhg the amount and fom of violence participants experience is socioeconomic 

stanis. Research has demomtrated variation dong these two dimensions, as a fimction of 

socioeconomic status (Hanson & Carta, 1995). Thus, funire research should consider 

socioeconomic status as an independent variable to accurately i d e m  the life 

experiences of each participant. 

in effort to further explore the application of these findings, futine mearchers 

may benefit from including a cornparison group (e-g., adolescents cuneatly in therapy) to 

assess the generalizability of the concern topics identified. It is thought îbat the 

difficdties of the cornparison group would be documented Thus, when their stories 

were anaiyzed the accuracy of the concem themes identified could be assessed This 

accuracy couid also be confirmed if the participants were questioned as to the topic of 

theu stories after the narratives were analyzed. 

Limitations of the Current Study 

An important limitation of this study is that the parîicipants were not contacted to 

venfy their story topics. It is thought that this confirmation wodd increase the validity of 



the concern themes identined. However, given the codidentid nature of the previously 

collected data sets, this veriflcation was not possible. 

As weli, the socioeconomic status of each participant was not obtained. Rather, 

the participants were al1 members of a middle socioeconomic neighbourhoods. Given 

the variation possible in these neighbourhoods, it may have been beneficial to identify 

the socioeconomic status of each participant. Further, as research has shown that 

socioeconomic status is an important fkctor in youngsters' expenences of violence 

(including amount and degree), the failure to ascertain pariicipant socioeconomic status 

undoubtediy limited the specüicity of the conclusions that cm be drawn fiom th is  work 

Another limitation is the discrepancy between the age of the participants (10-to 

14-years) and the age of the adolescents included in the goveniment statistics (IO-to 18- 

years). It is thought that reporting sîatistics for 10-to 14-year-olds wouId have k e n  more 

reflective of the early adolescent experïence. 

Another concem is the subjective nature of the thematic scoring system. 

Classification categories were developed by reading the narratives and following a 

review of the literature. The scoring system may have been more valid if the stories 

themselves were used to develop al1 categories and several inter-rater reliability checks 

were coaducted However, it should be noted that a 90.9% reliability rating was obtained 

for the caîegories identifid 

Of additional concern are the scoring methods usai to discern the interpersonai 

and htrapersonal nature of the hostility and h m  perpetrated. It is thougfit that the 

categorization scheme utilized was not sensitive enough to identie the subtie differences 



in content Rather, scoring for character depiction (see Howard, 1994) or conduçting a 

structural anaiysis (see McKeougb, 1987,1990,1991) may provide more detailed 

Somation on the perpetration of hostility and harm. 

It is felt that caution must be used in the generaiization of the r d & .  Although 

the sample size was not smd, 104 participants represent a small percentage of 

adolescents. It must be remembered, then, that this study was exploratory in nature and 

should be replicated before the resuIts are generalized to a latger population. 

summary 

This exploratory s t d y  was designed to determine adoIescent concerns in light of 

statistics that indicate the adolescent's increasing exposure to hostiliîy and h m .  The 

voice of the adolescent was used to identify these concerns and it was found that the 

adolescents wrote most frequently about themes of hostility and h m .  Furthemore, an 

increase in the amount and degree of hostility and hann over t h e  was revealed 

These findings have application for hture research. It is important that future 

research examine the adolescent's mode of exposure to hostility and h m .  It is possible 

that the amount and nature of the hostility and harm exhibited in the stories will Vary 

given the mode of exposure. That is, individuais exposed to domestic violence may 

exhibit more extreme hostility and harm in îheir stories than those exposed to media 

violence. This study has identifïed that adolescents are aware of their increasing 

exposure to violence, future research would benefit fiom exarnining the effeçts of 

different modes of hostility and ham. 
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